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The international transmission of world industrial structure is one of the most 
important issues of the economic globalization. To grasp the overall situation of the 
world economy accurately, it’s necessary to study the operational characteristics of the 
globalization of contemporary industrial structure from an angle of the world 
development trends and international linkages and interactive transmission. But the 
previous studies indicate that a complete evolution theory of open industrial structure 
that integrates international trade and direct investment is still under construction. The 
previous studies on international transmission of industrial structure focus on the 
one-way influencing aspect——which is dominated by the developed countries, rather 
than on the large developing countries and their counteractions. Therefore, a probe into 
interactive transmission of industrial structure based on the theory of the international 
transmission of world industrial structure under the economic globalization condition 
and on the study of the Sino-American industrial structure changes is of theoretical and 
practical significance for both interdisciplinary studies and industrial and trade policy of 
China. 
The innovation herein is mainly reflected in three aspects: First, the research of 
industrial structure evolution under the globalization condition in this paper is based on 
the international linkages and interactive transmission, which extends the vision of this 
interdisciplinary theory. Second, this paper introduces the latest concept of "modular", 
which belongs to industrial organization theory. Based on modular production, it sets up 
a theoretical framework of "the Trinity" global production networks including 
intra-product division, productive service and network organization, which is a fresh 
approach in the research field of international economy. Third, a probe into interactive 
transmission of industrial structure has been based on detailed data analysis and contrast 
from the angle of Sino-American trade and direct investment relation which might 
deepen the Sino-American economic relation research. 
The essence of relation between single industrial structures is a dynamic process 














countries are in close connection with each other. International trade and international 
direct investment based on the international division is the important tie of establishing 
organic connection of individual industrial structures. In the age of economic 
globalization , world labor division system based on the modular production  has 
promoted the formation of the global production  network, spurred the close 
connection of modern industry, and strengthened the international transmission effects 
of industrial structure. Meanwhile, analysis based on the  interactive transmission of 
Sino-America industrial structure since the 1990s indicates that industrial structure of 
developed countries prone to "soften" constantly in the process of international 
interaction, so developed countries still play the absolute leading role in the new 
international division pattern. Although the industrial structure of developing countries 
tends  to harden, developing countries are faced with the opportunity of upgrading 
their industrial structure through participating in the modular division at the same time. 
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第一章   导论 
 1
第一章  导论 
第一节  问题的提出 
20 世纪中期以来，以信息技术革命为核心的新技术革命的兴起，催生了知识
经济时代，引起了世界新的产业革命，加快了世界范围内产业结构的全方位变革。
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